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CIWEM Urban Drainage Group 2019 

Candidate Statements 

Barbour, Fiona 

I am Mott MacDonalds Global Practice Leader for Water Resources and Flooding and 

coordinate knowledge sharing and innovation internationally. I have been leading integrated 

modelling projects over the last decade. I span works by local authorities, water companies 

and regulatory bodies such as EA, SEPA and NRW. I have presented 5 papers at previous 

UDG/ WAPUG conferences and have attended annually since my first paper in 2008.  

I have been on the committee for 3 years and in that time I have worked with CIWEM 

developing the website, community page and new page for our members in training to 

interact and ask questions regarding their training. 

If retained on the committee, I intend to continue to develop and improve Web resources for 

the group as part of the community team. I believe next year I can improve the ability to 

search for past papers by topic; generate activity on the development communities page and 

facilitate video content on the CIWEM you tube channel. I will also support IUD modelling 

guide, but this is not subject to me being on the committee. In addition, I am able to utilise 

Urban Drainage resources in our Mumbai and Bangalore offices, and facilitators in Dehli, 

Ahmedabad and Hyderabad to support UDG's Indian conference in 2020. 

I hope to bring balance to the committee by representing Local Authority and flooding 

interests alongside the strength of support we have from Water Utility Companies. I have 

very much enjoyed being part of this committee and hope to get the opportunity to continue 

to contribute to such a great community. 
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Cutting, Jonathan 

Jonathan has over 20 years’ experience as an urban drainage professional.  He completed a 

PhD in modelling the impact of urban drainage on the environment then joined Ewan Group 

and stayed with the team through ownership changes to Mouchel and now WSP.  He has 

delivered a variety of wastewater asset management and modelling studies for most of the 

UK Water Companies.  This includes WQ & WwTW modelling, Drainage Area Planning, 

business planning, feasibility and outline design. He has held framework and business 

leadership roles including his current position as WSP’s Technical Director for Urban Drainage 

and Framework Director for WSP’s ongoing commissions with DCWW and YW. 

Jonathan has been co-opted onto the CIWEM UDG committee for over two years, to provide 

support primarily in the organisation of conference programmes.  This role has involved 

defining technical themes, building programmes and producing marketing material.  He has 

also chaired conference sessions and facilitated workshops. 

He is also currently working with CIWEM HQ helping to organise the 1st CIWEM UDG 

conference to be held in India, planned for 2020. 

Jonathan has supported WAPUG/UDG by delivering many papers at conferences on subjects 

ranging from CSO’s to Audit activities and has contributed to the update of the Code of 

Practice and other UDG Guidance documents.  

Jonathan leads the facilitation and judging panel for the Adam Dean Award, with the finals 

held at the UDG Autumn conference.  

His aim in formalising his role on the committee is to continue to work as part of the Events 

sub-group, providing interesting, relevant and informative programmes for UDG events and 

so supporting all three of UDG’s aims and objectives.  
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Forsyth, Robert 

I am an Associate Director within AECOM UK Infrastructure Group, and currently perform 

several roles for AECOM, CIWEM and the ICE. As the Building Infrastructure Lead, I am 

responsible for leading a team to deliver urban development projects. I am actively engaged 

in these projects and perform a strategic role including being responsible for organisational 

structure, resources, financial, work winning, and overall delivery etc. In this capacity I am an 

advocate of sustainable construction excellence focused particularly on green infrastructure, 

SuDS, drainage, flood risk and highway drainage covering the feasibility, design, planning, 

construction, operations and maintenance stages.  

I am an AECOM Major Project Lead currently working on Convoys Wharf. My role involves 

leading the AECOM team and providing both detailed and strategic advice to the client, 

authorities and stakeholders etc on best practice delivery across a range of technical 

disciplines such as remediation and ecology etc. Notably, I led the flood defence works which 

involved repairs to an existing Grade II listed river wall and land raising to meet with the 

TE2100 standards whilst respecting numerous constraints.  

Having developed a sound understanding in Drainage & Flood Risk, I head up the Technical 

Practice Group and am focused on technical excellence, knowledge sharing and innovation 

etc. I am currently inspiring my group to implement green, blue, smart, infrastructure putting 

water and environment at the heart of urban development projects. 

Staying at the forefront of best practice via R&D and innovation has allowed me to 

spearhead my teams and groups into the future. I regularly prepare technical papers and 

collaborate with other industry leaders representing manufacturers, specialist groups, local 

and central government etc.  

I support applicants (inside and outside of AECOM) with their professional qualifications with 

CIWEM and/or ICE. I have been an active Mentor, Supervising Civil Engineer, Sponsor, CIWEM 

Metropolitan Branch Committee Member, CIWEM Event Organiser, CIWEM 

Assessor/Reviewer for many years influencing hearts and minds. I have started taking a 

leading role with the CIWEM Metropolitan Branch Committee liaising with CIWEM HQ 

directly on a regularly basis. 

I undertake and encouraging others to participate in Corporate Social Responsibility activities 

which have included working on bro-bono projects for charities and governments. I also 

regularly supervise school children in the workplace and have encouraged my teams to 

undertake volunteering days at local community centres and school events etc. 

I consider that I am already contributing to the UDG’s aims and objectives, and therefore wish 

to become a committee member to allow myself to further knowledge share, inspire and be 

inspired.
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Gower, Ed 

Qualifications: MCIWEM CWEM CEnv CSci 

Experience: 

• 20 years experience in the industry 

• Worked on Urban Drainage, Rivers and Clean Water projects 

• Undertaken work for UK and overseas clients 

• Carried 1D, 2D and integrated catchment modelling as well as Urban Pollution 

Management Studies 

I am passionate at promoting the Urban Drainage Groups (UDG) aims and objectives and 

have been an active member of the group for a number of years. I have attended the 

conferences and training days over the last 10 years and have shared the updates, industry 

news, best practice and lessons learnt with colleagues and other professionals on a project 

basis where relevant. As part of this I have presented at the Autumn conference for the past 

five years which have all been well received. One of these presentations discussed an 

innovative approach to reduce the over prediction which can occur during large design 

storms. As well as being a member of the UDG I am also a member of the Rivers and Coastal 

group, another important area that provides excellent links with a variety of specialists that 

we work closely with that can provide different approaches to common challenges and new 

issues. 

I am passionate about people undertaking Continuous Professional Development and I have 

mentored several people through their route to Chartership and am currently providing 

guidance and assistance to one of my colleagues as they look to become Chartered. 

Throughout my career I have developed from starting as a technician to now being a 

Principal Modeller and I am keen to continue this development by applying to become a 

Fellow of CIWEM. I will bring my experience from the different modelling disciplines to 

promote best practice across not only urban drainage but also through my links with rivers 

and coastal groups, reach their members too. Ensuring we have a proactive and engaging 

committee that provides the platforms for its members to share learning, innovation and best 

practice is my goal.  
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Murrell, Dr Karen 

I am a Principal Consultant at WRc and have responsibility for leading the Environmental 

Modelling business. In a career spanning 30 years, I have had a significant involvement in key 

water industry guidance including the Urban Pollution Management (UPM) Procedure with 

responsibility for drafting the river modelling guidance. This has been supplemented by 

additional guidance: MIKE11 User Guide for Intermittent Discharges, WaPUG User Note No. 

36 (River Modelling using MIKE11) and the UKWIR Guide to Modelling Intermittent 

Discharges. I technically direct the development and application of WRc’s in-house integrated 

catchment management model - SIMPOL ICM, to support water companies in their business 

planning across both the supply and wastewater sectors. I directed the recent development 

to incorporate the supply and resource representation within SIMPOL ICM which now has the 

functionality to represent the whole of the human water cycle. This is of key importance as 

the industry moves to consider whole systems analysis as it begins to see the importance of 

understanding the complex interactions within our catchments. 

Through this experience and expertise I provide expert guidance to finding solutions for 

urban and rural pollution. I provide expert liaison between water companies, industry and 

Regulators, including suggesting and agreeing modelling frameworks, and helping clients 

understand their regulatory obligations, which may be for a single discharge or for whole 

river catchments. I provide expert and valued advice on appropriate modelling tools to use 

and explaining their benefits and limitations. For many years I have provided training in the 

use of water quality models for urban and rural pollution management, the latest being 

October 2018 (Introduction to Water Quality Modelling to Irish Water) and March 2019 

(Introduction to Water Quality Modelling and UPM to Northern Ireland Environment Agency) 

and during my career has included training over 100 Environment Agency staff in the use of 

the industry-standard SIMCAT software. I have undertaken marine dispersion model auditing 

for NIEA during the past 15 years where my expertise has given assurance to the NIEA that 

schemes have been investigated using the appropriate tools and data. 

I am recognised externally as an industry expert and point of contact with enquiries for 

work/advice coming directly to me due to my reputation and industry profile. At WRc I am 

the key contact for catchment modelling and I technically direct, or act as specialist project 

adviser, for all modelling projects delivered by the Company. I am responsible for bid 

preparation and providing the technical expert input to client sales meetings where WRc 

maybe pitching for a piece of work or discussing a concept for further research or 

development. 

I have been a regular attendee to both the autumn and spring UDG conferences for many 

years and have presented papers at both (and co-chaired afternoon workshops at the 

autumn conference) and am joint author (with Nick Orman) for a paper accepted for the forth 

coming autumn conference.  

I believe my skills and experience in environmental water quality modelling would help boost 

and support the existing UDG committee as the industry becomes more focussed on the 

needs of the environment and its regulatory obligation to achieve environmental quality 

standards. In addition to the skills and experience outlined above, I can contribute to 

delivering the UDG’s aims and objectives in the following ways:   
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Advance the science and practice of urban drainage management for the public benefit. 

Though my knowledge and experience I can provide insight and knowledge in the practical 

application of water quality integrated catchment models to help achieve the requirements of 

the Water Framework Directive. I would use my experience to ensure that UDG produces 

guidance and covers conference topics which are forefront to the industry needs. 

Promote education, training, study and research in urban drainage management and to 

publish the results of such research. My experience in training and research, specifically 

related to urban pollution and catchment management, will help to ensure that the UDG 

targets areas of knowledge gap and seeks to advance the industry’s understanding, especially 

as the urban modelling community moves more towards the need to understand water 

quality impacts.  

Establish and maintain appropriate standards of competence for urban drainage 

management professionals.  As a CIWEM Fellow, I am enthusiastic to support the professional 

credibility which underlies the work of the UDG. I would like to support others through this 

process by highlighting the benefits (personally and professionally) and I am currently 

encouraging those members of my team to seek membership and Chartership. 

 


